
  

Computing at Hayes: Subject Story

Would you consider a career in 
computing/technology?

Yes, because our teachers have been helping us. I feel 
confident and that I will have a successful career of 

computing in my life.’ Max (Y6)

‘Yes I would like a job using computers and technology.’ 
Jack N (Y5)

‘I'd love to be a computer expert! I was thinking of being a 
soldier when I’m older, but maybe I could become a 
decoder like the Brits in WW2. I think that would be 

amazing.’ George (Y6)

‘Yes, because it would be fun’. Tahlia (Y3)



The Hayes Curriculum Vision Statement

At Hayes, we strive for our children to push beyond any perceived idea of potential, 
to be all they can be, regardless of background. Our vision is for all of our children 
to leave us as good human beings- happy, kind and responsible. Our curriculum is 
integral in shaping the children to become independent and life-long learners. Our 
curriculum aims to equip our children with the ability to ‘think’ in order to make 
sense of an ever-changing world. The breadth our curriculum provides is 
underpinned by thinking. This thinking will allow our children to make sense of the 
world around them and before them in order that they can live fulfilling and happy 
lives, being all they can be.



Our intention at Hayes is to ensure that every child is able to access a computing curriculum that both challenges 
and supports them in achieving their very best, especially as computing is part of their everyday life. There is an 
immense value to technology and we want our children to see its value, as well as be safe users in the process. 
They will become responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication 
technology.

The National Curriculum for Computing aims to ensure that children:

● can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including 
abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation

● can analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing 
computer programs in order to solve such problems

● can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically 
to solve problems

● are responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication 
technology.

Intent: Computing 



Intent: Computing 
Our computing curriculum is based upon the scheme of learning designed by Purple Mash and supplemented with online safety 
resources from Childnet and the UK Safer Internet Centre. It is comprised of the three aspects below.

Computer Science

The children at Hayes learn to create algorithms and computing vocabulary, including programming, algorithm, debug, repetition and 
coding. In each year group, they practically explore writing code and creating programs, as well as using logical reasoning to explain 

how algorithms work.

Information Technology

This strand focuses on understanding the internet, using search technologies efficiently and collect, evaluate and present data and 
information.The children will apply their knowledge and skills with information technology to support and enhance their learning across 
the wider curriculum.

Digital Literacy

We aim to provide children with the tools to stay safe online. In a world where any information is accessible at all times, and any 
information can be posted and shared by anybody, we strongly value the importance of equipping children at Hayes with the 
knowledge and tools to think critically about the validity of reliable facts from ones that are not. We believe it is crucial that children 
understand the importance of not sharing personal information online and are able to consistently make safe choices. We aim for them 
to understand themselves as individuals within their community, but also members of a wider global community as a responsible 
digital citizen.



Intent: Computing 

Substantive Knowledge

Substantive knowledge in computing at Hayes School, is based on the key concepts of Computing – 
Digital Literacy, Computer Science and Information Technology. In our computing curriculum, this 
knowledge and enquiry is taught within real-life contexts (where possible), including key vocabulary, 
which progresses through the year groups. Progressing from Nursery to Year 6, children build on prior 
knowledge in a sequence of small steps,

Disciplinary Knowledge

Disciplinary knowledge in computing at Hayes School, involves children applying what they have 
learned to real-life situations by planning/ designing, creating, editing and evaluating a range of 
applications. Computational thinking enables children to work out exactly what to tell the computer to 
do using a range of concepts and approaches.

‘Computing lessons are one of my favourite lessons!’ 
Ruby Y4



As a school, we have chosen to teach from the programme, Purple 
Mash. Children from EYFS through to Year 6, follow this scheme, which 
means they participate in enjoyable, engaging lessons that see them 
achieve their full potential. Following the carefully mapped out scheme, 
means our curriculum is ambitious for all. 

Challenge, support and independence are provided through the use of 
Purple Mash 2Dos, which lead children through carefully structured 
lesson activities. In addition, our well-trained staff enhance provision still 
further through direct and guided support and setting additional 
challenge where appropriate.

Using this programme, ensures the children progress throughout their 
time here at Hayes and we adapt the lessons to suit the needs of the 
children in our class and strive to address inclusion and disadvantage 
with the implementation. 

Implementation: Computing 

What is your favourite Purple Mash lesson?

‘2Type.’ Bella-Rose 
‘Coding.’ Alfie 

(Y3)

Coding, as I didn't really know how to code 
before, but now I'm quite good at it and 
sometimes play coding games at home. 

Jessica (Y5)

Purple Mash  



Implementation: Computing 

How else do we use ICT?

● The children have daily access to a range of technological 
devices, such as iPads, tablets, chromebooks and desktop 
computers to support their learning.

● Every class has access to the ICT suite once a week, as well 
as a supply of ipads and chromebooks in their classrooms. 

● Children from EYFS to Year 6, are encouraged to use these 
devices to aid their learning across the curriculum, on top of 
the discrete computing lessons that where possible, link to the 
learning experience. 

● Children access the following educational resources using the 
computing equipment during the day: Accelerated Reader, 
Times Tables Rock Stars, Numberbots, Spelling Shed and 
Doodle Maths. 



EYFS, including Nursery 

We aim to provide our pupils with a broad, play-based 
experience of computing in a range of contexts. 

We believe that recording devices can support children 
to develop their communication skills. This is especially 
useful for children who have English as an additional 
language. 

Early Years learning environments should feature ICT 
scenarios based on experience in the real world, such 
as in roleplay. Pupils gain confidence, control and 
language skills through opportunities to ‘paint’ on the 
interactive board/devices or control remotely operated 
toys. 

Outdoor exploration is an important aspect, supported 
by ICT toys such as metal detectors, controllable traffic 
lights and walkie-talkie sets.

Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 
During our dinosaur topic, the children loved finding out 
new information through websites and different apps.  
They independently scanned the QR codes, which took 
them to a range of dinosaur child friendly sites.

‘I love using tablets.’ 
George YR



EYFS

The current ELG for Technology is: 
- Children recognise that a range of technology is used in places such as homes and schools. 
- They select and use technology for particular purposes.  
- The children in reception have opportunities to develop their understanding by: Interacting and 

accessing a variety of games (maths, phonics etc) and tools using the IWB to develop hand/eye 
coordination and listening and understanding skills.  

- Know that we can use the IWB/laptop to find information, watch videos, look at photos, print resources.  
- Making use of the Ipads to complete apps (maths, phonics, art, etc) and know that we can use the 

internet as a source to find information.  
- Use Ipads to take photos and record videos as well as be able to look back and play them. 
- Have access to a range of toys and equipment which make use of buttons, switches etc to support and 

develop their understanding through their play. Items such as torches, tills, phones, RC toys, remote 
controls, light boxes etc.  

- Begin to explore Beebots and programme them to move in simple directions. 

Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 



Knowledge 
and Skills 
Progression: 
Computing 



Red = New Vocabulary Vocabulary Progression: Computing 



Key Stage 1

Across KS1, our children will be given opportunities to:

● Understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as 
programs on digital devices; and that programs execute by 
following precise and unambiguous instructions.

● Create and debug simple programs.
● Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs
● Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, 

manipulate and retrieve digital content.
● Recognise common uses of information technology beyond 

school. 
● Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal 

information private; identify where to go for help and support 
when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet 
or other online technologies. (NC)

Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 

‘I like asking my friends’ 
(surveys). 

Alannah Y1



Year 1 
Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 

Photos



Knowledge and skills 
progression: Computing 



 Year 1 
Vocabulary Progression: Computing 

Red = New Vocabulary 



Year 2 
Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 

Photos



Knowledge and skills 
progression: Computing 



  Year 2 

Vocabulary Progression: Computing 

Red = New Vocabulary 



Key Stage 2

Across KS2, our children will be given opportunities to: 

● Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or simulating 
physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts.

● Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms of input and 
output. 

● Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and correct errors in 
algorithms and programs.

● Understand computer networks including the internet; how they can provide multiple services, such as 
the world wide web; and the opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration. 

● Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked, and be discerning 
in evaluating digital content.

● Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital devices 
to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, including 
collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information.

● Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; 
identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact. (NC)

Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 



Year 3 

Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 



Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 



Knowledge and Skills Progression: 
Computing 



  Year 3 
Vocabulary Progression: Computing 

Red = New Vocabulary 



Year 4 

Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 

Photos



Knowledge and skills 
progression: Computing 



Knowledge and skills 
progression: Computing 



Year 4 
Vocabulary Progression: Computing 

Red = New Vocabulary 



Year 5  

Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 

Photos



Knowledge and skills 
progression: Computing 



Knowledge and skills progression: 
Computing 



Year 5 
Vocabulary Progression: Computing 

Red = New Vocabulary 



Year 6
  

Knowledge and skills progression: Computing 

Photos



Knowledge and skills progression: 
Computing 



Knowledge and skills progression: 
Computing 



Year 6 
Vocabulary Progression: Computing 

Red = New Vocabulary 



Supporting learners with literacy 
difficulties

• The correct use of vocabulary is modelled, 
with common errors/misconceptions
demonstrated.  
• Peers/adult support for reading and 
interpreting larger sections of text.
• Adult models and breaks down information in 
clear, easy-to-follow steps. 

Supporting learners who struggle with 
attention

• Praise is used for effort and a growth mindset.
• Neutral displays in the classroom to avoid 
sensory overload.
• Concise goals are given and steps to achieve 
them. 

Removing barriers to the computing curriculum for Hayes children (SEND)

Supporting learners who struggle to retain 
vocabulary

• Opportunities at the start of the lesson to recall 
key terms from previous ones.
• Knowledge organisers for each unit are on 
display including key vocabulary with definitions.  
• When new terms are introduced they are 
rehearsed.
 

Supporting learners who need additional time 
to develop conceptual understanding

• Model answers are given so that they can be 
discussed.  
• Examples are walked through together with 
opportunities to let learners ask questions.  
• Misconceptions are addressed early.



Differentiation: Computing 

SEND and GDS 

Differentiation in computing at Hayes means to provide for each individual child’s needs to ensure that 
they make progress throughout a one off session, or over time. This is done through:

Use of vocabulary/provision of word mats (e.g pictures with word meanings).
Key words recorded in knowledge organisers and on display via working walls and maps. 
Small broken down steps (e.g when coding)
Different media  (e.g tablet, desktop, chromebook, iPad or unplugged resources)
Outcomes adapted to the learner. 
Extension tasks (e.g applying the coding to a different programme than Purple Mash format.)
Questioning and independent research, exploration of programmes. 
Peer support (ELF on ELF)
Greater Depth students able to work with less instruction, bringing a higher level of knowledge to the task.



Implementation: Computing 

An example of substantive and disciplinary knowledge by the end of Year 3



Key pieces of knowledge in computing, that we want to stay with our children will be 
built on each year, so that the information is embedded into their long-term memory.

Retrieval 

Implementation: Computing 



Retrieval 

Implementation: 
Computing 



Retrieval 

Implementation: Computing 



Retrieval 

Implementation: Computing 



Knowledge 
Organiser

Each unit, in each 
year group has a 
knowledge organiser. 

This is an example of 
a Knowledge 
Organiser for Year 2 
Coding.

These are shared with 
the children at the 
start of a unit and on 
display to be referred 
to throughout.  

Implementation: 
Computing 



Prior and Future 
Learning Links

Each unit, in each year 
group has a document 
outlining prior and 
future learning.  

One example is for a 
Year 5 unit on coding. It 
shows you what they 
have learned to this 
point and where the 
learning will go after. 

The second shows the 
progression of online 
safety as the children 
travel through the 
school. 

Implementation: 
Computing 



Real-life Contexts 

At Hayes, we fully appreciate and 
understand that our children learn best when 
they know the reason behind why they are 
learning something. We make sure in 
computing, we link the skill they are learning 
to a real-life context to give it meaning and 
value. For example, Year 5 took part in the 
European Astro Pi Challenge.

The children were excited to receive confirmation and 
certificates that their messages had been displayed on the 
International Space Station satellite. They were given the 
coordinates on a map to show them where the satellite was 
when this happened. Some of them had their coding shared 
on the other side of the world in Australia and New Zealand. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1i6sQfs-N6gJCJHCtTl-KanVcosK1aa9v/preview


Internet Safety Day Overview 

Implementation: 
Computing

Each year group 
had a specific 
strand of online 
safety to focus on, 
alongside knowing 
the SMART rules.  



Internet Safety 

At Hayes, we know how important it is our children are equipped 
with the knowledge, strategies and awareness to stay safe 
online. Not only should they know this, but they should be 
encouraged to apply these and reflect on their behaviour when 
they use devices and the internet. 

Annually, we celebrate Internet Safety Day. We spend the day 
focusing our learning on ways to stay safe online. This year, we 
created information posters alerting other children how to stay 
safe online. We also had a competition to create a Hayes School 
mascot to symbolise Online Safety.

Introducing our first ever mascot and symbol for Online Safety…

Super Online Strawberry - designed by Jack C in Year 5

Implementation: Computing



Internet Safety Day Posters: EYFS & KS1 

Impact: Computing

YEAR 2YEAR 1

EYFS



Internet Safety Day Posters: LKS2 

Impact: Computing YEAR 3

YEAR 4 

Do you enjoy 
computing 
lessons?

‘Yes, because 
you get to 

know about 
the safety and 

it is fun.’    
Zeb Y4



Internet Safety Day Posters: UKS2 

Impact: Computing

YEAR 6

YEAR 5 



Pupil Voice 

‘I like playing with numbers and fun.’ 
(referring to the interactive whiteboard.) 

Ania (EYFS)

‘We use the tablets in carousel (doodle), 
taking pictures and in the afternoon.’ 

Kian (Y1)

‘I like playing games. I don’t like 
any glitching.’ Ben (EYFS)

‘We use iPads a lot. I 
love it!.’ Spencer (Y1)

‘On the whiteboard, pictures 
help us with our learning.’

Keegan (Y4)

‘The new board helps 
us learn.’

Poppy-Jo (Y4)

‘Computing is a very 
fun lesson. I love to 

learn.’
 Linhan (Y4)

‘They don't  really need improving, 
personally I think we need more of them.’ 

Kaleb (Y6)

‘In Year Five,we were learning about the great 
Titanic and I am so addicted to Titanic that I 

couldn't even sleep, because I was trying to do my 
best in creating a model of the titanic and I 

succeeded! ’ Sydney (Y6)

‘I make pictures, find out things,play 
games,watch videos/TV and chat to friends. 

Niamh ((Y2)



ELF: Empowering Learners Through Feedback 

ELF:ELF
Children work in pairs to improve each 
other’s projects and challenge each 
other to add detail. 

ELF YOURSELF 
Children are given a success 
criteria or set of instructions to 
follow with independence and these 
are used to check how they are 
doing on a project or task. 

ELF HELP
Adults modelling, supporting 
and demonstrating ways to 
make improvements on 
computer tasks,



Impact of our computing provision

If you walked in on a Hayes computing lesson, you would see:

● Proficient users of technology, who are able to work both independently and collaboratively, who are not 
afraid to use resources, instructions and peers to help them.

● Computing hardware and software being utilised to enhance the learning outcomes of our children, 
across the curriculum.

● Clear progression in technical skills where children can explain the skill they are working on.
● Children confidently knowing how to operate the device and how to switch it on and using them as a tool 

for learning.
● Motivated and engaged children participating in well-planned, adapted, high quality and inspiring lessons 

that have a foundational setting structured by Purple Mash.
● Curious learners, who grasp opportunities to continue to explore and make discoveries and implement 

computing skills they have learned in other lessons across the curriculum and at home. 
● Children using ELF to ELF (Empowering Learning through Feedback) to support each other to complete 

challenges, as well as to share their knowledge and expertise to others. 
● Children showing resilience and reflecting on errors, embracing them as learning opportunity to develop. 



Impact of our computing provision

Our destination as Computer Scientists at Hayes will be: 

● Equipped with the knowledge and skills to access the next stage of their learning, with a clear 
understanding of how quickly this knowledge will evolve.

● Able to apply their knowledge and skills in utilising information technologies to communicate their 
ideas to a range of audiences.

● Responsible digital users, able to explain how our SMART rules enable them to stay safe online. This 
is evidenced through our monitoring of the online spaces and platforms provided by the school e.g. 
Purple Mash, Class Dojo Portfolio.

● Fully aware of the risks of using digital technologies and measures they can take to mitigate against 
these risks.

● Competent, curious, reflective, critical and safe online users, who respect and utilise technology 
appropriately and proactively. 



The Hayes Values 

Our six values are embedded in all areas of school life and in our computing provision. 

Responsibility - Using the internet safely and being respectful to others whilst online. 

Success - Accessing programmes, apps and resources effectively.

Aspirations - Aiming to use computer technology independently to enhance learning 
opportunities. 

Resilience - Pursuing challenging technical tasks and not giving up when errors occur.

Discovery - Exploring new skills and concepts, including new and unfamiliar vocabulary.

Friendship - Children supporting and challenging each other when creating games, 
programmes and coding. 


